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The present invention relates to a cosmetic applicative 
holder particularly of the type designed to contain, project 
and retract a dispensable cosmetic in cake form to be 
applied by rubbing the cake against the face. 
As distinguished from the lipstick type of cosmetic, 

which commonly is of relatively slim pencil-like shape, 
cosmetic cakes for application to the face require a 
greater area of rubbing surface for contact with the skin, 
and they are more convenient to use when their face 
marking surface area is of relatively long and narrow 
proportions because such shape offers a choice of breadth 
in the marking stroke. The problem of projecting and 
retracting a cake of cosmetic whose cross-sectional pro 
?le is of such size and proportions, as distinguished from 
the usually slender, cylindrical and crayon-like lipstick, 
calls for a new and different kind of operating mechanism 
for moving the cake carrier successfully between pro 
jected and retracted positions. 

It is an object of the present improvements to provide 
an applicative holder for a cosmetic cake of relatively 
long and relatively narrow cross-sectional shape which 
shall insure a smooth action of the cake carrier in its 
sliding movement even when resisted by daubings of 
the cosmetic that may become lodged between the rela 
tively movable parts of the holder mechanism. 
Another object is to decentralize the cake carrier moti 

vating mechanism in order to take advantage of the non 
circular and unequal cross-sectional proportions of the 
carrier for housing in rather widely separated relation 
plural motivating screws which then may act simultane 
ously on the cake carrier at points well separated laterally 
to impel it forcefully in sliding direction while serving 
also to constrain it against disalignment with its direction 
of sliding movement that might cause it to cock or jam 
in the guide well of its casing. 

Another object is to enable the shape of the outer 
casing to follow closely the shape of the cosmetic cake 
so that the bulk and over all dimensions of the entire 
holder may be kept to a minimum in comparison with 
the size of the cosmetic cake held and dispensed thereby. 
A further object is to afford combined functions for 

the roughened surface of a wheel handle so that it may 
serve both as a motion transmitting gear and as a rotary 
actuator to be grasped and turned by the ?ngers of the 
user’s hand. 
A further object is to arrange such wheel handle co 

axially with the line of reciprocative movement of the 
carrier of the applicative cosmetic cake. 
A further object is to provide an assembly comprising 

plural impelling screws and a train of gears operatively in 
terconnecting them so that all these working parts may 
be removed from the casing by merely displacing a com 
mon thrust affording element that retains them against 
axial movement when in place. 
These and related objects of the improvements will ap— 

pear in greater particular from the following description 
of a, successful embodiment of the invention having ref-.v 
erence to the appended sheet of drawings wherein: _ 
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Fig. 1 is an elevation of the improved cosmetic appli 

cative holder showing its cover cap partially broken 
away. 

Fig. 2 is a bottom plan view looking upward at Fig. 1 
showing the retaining plate partially broken away. 

Fig. 3 is a view with the cover cap removed taken in 
section on the plane 3—3 in Fig. 2, looking in the di 
rection of the arrows. 

Fig. 4 is a view taken in section on the plane 4--4 
in Fig. 1, looking in the direction of the arrows. 

Fig. 5 is a view taken in section on the plane 5—5 in 
Fig. 3, looking in the direction of the arrows. 

Fig. 6 is a view with the cosmetic cake removed taken 
in section on the plane 6-6 in Fig. 3, looking in the 
direction of the arrows. 

Fig. 7 is an exploded view showing the working parts 
' removed from the casing of Fig. 3. 

i Fig. 8 shows a modi?ed form of impelling screw. 
Fig. 9 shows a di?erently modi?ed form of impelling 

screw. _ 

Like reference numerals refer to respectively like parts 
of the structure throughout the drawings. 
The casingibody 12 of my improved applicative holder 

has a hollow fully encompassed by said body which 
provides a guide well 13 extending in an axial direction 
and open at one axial end to permit. the projection and 
retraction therethrough of a cake of cosmetic marking 
substance 14. This cosmetic cake is lodged in a slidable 
carrier cup 15 which is preferably ovate or of elongate 
shape along a major axis in transverse pro?le, as is the 
cosmetic cake. Thus the top or applicative surface of the 
cake is of relatively large area and presents a shape which 
gives a choice of width of marking stroke depending upon 
the direction and angle at which the cake is’ applied and 
wiped against the user’s face. 

Carrier cup 15 is equipped with two follower lugs 16 
which project laterally therefrom. Each of these lugs 
tracks axially in impellable engagement with only the 
nearest sides of equally pitched helically winding threads 
of impelling screws 17 when the latter turn in unison. 
Each of these screws is in outboard relation to and sub 
stantially isolated from the guide well 13. The threads 
of screws 17 comprise helical tracks so engaged by fol 
lower lugs 16, respectively, that the lugs are kept on 
a common level to prevent cocking or jamming of cup 15 
in well 13. To help insure this the impelling screws are 
spaced laterally apart as far as is permitted by the trans 
verse dimensions of the casing. 
Each impelling screw 17 substantially ?lls the girth 

of or rotatably ?ts, and is axially retained within, a full 
length bearing hole or transmission chamber 18 in casing 
body 12. Each of these bearing holes communicates 
laterally withguide well 13 through narrow vertical slots 
19 in a partition intervening between the guide well and 
each of screws 17. The partitions comprise walls span 
ning and dividing the hollow of the casing body into the 
guide well 13 and the transmission chambers 18. Fol 
lower lugs 16 are free to slide up and down in slot 19 
but are restrained thereby against turning movement about 
the central axis of the casing. Thus the carrier cup 15 
is kept from turning about its vertical axis and does not 
depend for this constraint upon its ovate pro?le nor the 
?t thereof within the guide well 13, wherefore the car 
rier and well might, if preferred, be round instead of 
ovate. 
On the bottom end of each impelling screw 17 there 

are ?xed pinion teeth 22 which are located rotatably in 
mesh with corresponding gear teeth 23 on the periphery 
of a rotary actuator'which as here shown is in the nature 
of a wheel handle 24 having a multiple ridged periphery 
a?ording gear teeth 23. The small pitch of gear teeth 
23 and the absence of .sharp edges thereon adapt the 



“square? ‘threads or helically; windingi?nsz 
V lieved'_ unnecessary ‘to mentionior illustrate- -the=?many< 

'7 'other'lvarieties,o?construction‘ by’ whichia worn'i' like . 

"2,3211% . 

periphery of handle 24" ‘to be grasped comfortably and i 
turned by the ?ngers of a user’s hand applied to di-' 
ametrically opposite segmental portions of the handle 
which are exposed for manipulationoutsiderthefcon?nes 
of the base1portion of casing'body 12‘asi'showrr in ‘Figs. 
1; ‘2; ‘4; 5 and‘ 6; Other portions'vofithe wheel~handle 
are concealed Within the con?nes of easing body 12; the 
latter being circularlyirecessed at 25‘. to‘ accommodate 
the central concealed portions ofthev wheel handler, 

Recess 25 communicates with the bearing’ holes 18. to 
permit the“ meeting andei'nterme'shing of'gear and pinion 
teethr22, 23. Trunnion 23 is a ?xed. part‘ of and‘ projects 
co-axially'upward; from handlewheel-24‘and has rotary 
bearingfcentrally in the base portion of casingilzgpro 
jecting upward therethroughginto guide well 131' flts top 
end acts .asja stop ,tolimitdoWnW-aIditravel- oflcarrie'r, cup 
15", in,;well'_ 131m the position'shown' injFigfs. 3f1and' 4 
where the cosmetic ‘cake is retracted‘ asrfargasj possiblev 
into, thelguide. well __ofl thelcasing. j The tops of bearing 
holes‘ 18' and slots ‘19 may: be bl'ocked‘ permanently by 
the plugs.r29__ which serve: as mp;- end‘hthrustlfo‘r thejim 
pellin'glscre'w 17.. " " ' ' l ' ' 

VA‘ bottom end' thrust for these same impellingw screws 
is affordedby the retainer plate 30..whichl slides edgewise 
into and snugly?tsa.shallowdovetailed'recess. 31 atvthe. 
extreme bottomoficasing 1-2... Plate 30} spans-the wheel 
containingrecess. 25‘ and; completely closes the otherwise: 
open bottom end’ of: the casing“, If gearing isprovided 
which’ turns screws 17' in opposite directions, one screw 
will be, furnished with a right hand thread and therother» 
with a- left hand thread.’ 7 v 7 

When in place, plate 30'serves as an. axial thrust .rea 
tainer in. cbmtnonfor. therlwheel: manual 24 and for the 
impeller screws. 17.. Since the latter are thus unable to, 
move'endwise, they impel the plugs’ 16 :of carrier cup 15. 

In operation, the holder will be carried or stored with 
its‘ cover~cap"35' in place; ' Foruse; the cap is merely 
pulled off the casing 12,‘ and the Wheel handle 23 is I 
grasped by'thumb and ?nger of the user’s hand which 
may straddle the retaining plate 30 for this purpose. 
Turning handle '23 in one'direction expells the cosmetic 
cake 14 from its full line position to its broken line posi 
tion in Fig. 4. Turning 'handie‘23 reversely returns the 

' cake to its retracted‘ full. line position“ The‘ leverage 
and friction conditions of thecombined‘ gear and" screw 

' transmission, are such that norpressure; downward on the 
cake 14‘ will cause, screws 17 'to turn» Hence, the cake 

‘ remains, in effect; locked against retraction‘ by direct'pres 
'- sure thereon in whatever protruding; position it is pur 
posely set. V V ' 

The folowing claims are directed to and intended to 
cover all variations of the exact shapes and arrangements 

, of partsherein chosen to illustrate theinventiou'which 
' would‘ be obvious equivalents thereof or come-Withinthe 
broadest‘ meaning‘of the language employed in the‘, claims, 

I claim: 7 a l v 

1. In a cosmeticsapplicative holder‘ or_~thevlike,,the 
, combinationwof; a hollow casin‘ggeontainingf an axially 
' directed‘ guide 'well‘f‘a. plurality‘ of threaded impellingt 

25 screws ‘in’ laterally. 'outhoardlrelation thereto.’ extending 
parallel with/the axi's._ther'eo£,‘,.a.fcosmetic carrier con 
strained'torslide. axially of; saidQWeII equipped .With‘thread" 

r _ followers extending laterallylfromisaidwell into operable 
‘ '7 engagementlwith said;screwsrespectively, la ,Wheelhandle 
30 rotatably. mountedinrs'aid’ casing,having gear teeth on 

7 its periphery, exposed for, ?nger. manipulation externally 
oflsaid'icasing, ‘and. pinions'Q?X'ed. to said screws respec 

V tively, eachLofusaidlpinionshaving:teeth’ meshing with 

upward and downward inthe slots19 whenever :they are - 
caused to rotate. in‘unison in a common rotary‘ direction 
by the turning of wheel'handle 24. I ' 
The outer surface: of,'the superimposed upper’ portion 

of casing; 12 isstepped back in relation to the basepore 
tion of the. casing to, afford. a marginallledge 32 on which 
seats vthe bottom open‘end of. a cover cap 35 when the 
latter is in'place. 1 Theinternalwalls of. cap 35 may be 
shaped as is 'best shown in. Figs; 5 and 6'SO.3.S,tO1163,V? 
generous spacegsjdibetweenpap ~35. andthelcasingrll at. 
'all points except-V Where; internal ridges 37 formed ‘on 
the cover cap and externalbosses.3_8l£ormed.on_the casing 

40 

_‘ spaidigearteeth otzsaidrwheelthandle in.a. manner'to cause 
said" screws to turn simultaneously” thereby to maintain 
saidJcarrier in‘ nonsgrahbingv alignment. with said , well as 

Vsaidracarrierlis».impelledvaxially thereof; through’ the me 
diumo? said followers. . ~ 

2‘..Inl.aw cosmetic applicativeaholder or the. like, the 
combination. Qf,;'a .‘hollow casing_._containing an axially 
directed-lguide'rwell, as plurality.v ofv threaded impelling, 
screws substantially; isolated fromzsaid, Well in laterally 
outboardr- relation, thereto.;.extending parallel -with the 

‘ axisthereof, acosmetic carrier constrained to slideaxially 
45 

adjoining ledge: 32; makejslidingirictional contactwith . 
the otherwise smooth surfaces of;the'. ca'singzandlcapl-wallsa 
Thus theLtroubles,are;avoided,hoth; ofrbinding'land of-too, 
much loosenesrs which otherwise might result from. ex; 

' cessiye warpingqor, shrinkage} of rtherplasticgmaterialsof 
which cap,,35- andZorcasin'gjZfmay: bezrmade. . Thecap * , 
walls arezresilientland will;spring;a; little;outward in whata 
itever;localt‘regionstare:necessanyto enablerzall of ridges. 
37 andlbosses 38 to participatezin takinglup any looseness» 
between, cap; andcasing and: providing; dependable .fric-t 
tional cling therebetween; ' V _ ~ 7 ' ' a ' 

'There are many wayslin‘which rwormslike impelling 
screws such; as .17: may; berconstructedsother than by‘ 
milling" out threads in al'cylindricalrod; As examples,‘ a 
similarly operating impellingiscrew'suchras 12av in Fig.8 
maybe produced? by twisting, a‘ strip of metal: or. other; 
materiallthatwill takeia; permanent set.» Also asshown: 

' in; Fig“ 9'a.serpentine~ Wire 39_may beltwistedp'about; a; 
core wire1401and ?xed thereonitor produce an impelling; 

rather than aroundwire-'andthiswouldi result-iinla screw 
trackfide?nedr by-Vrelatively‘v sharp: cornered .so' 7call‘edi 

It v1is11'be 

impelling- screw- may be'pr'oduc'ed to-performlthe intended; 
workr‘of screwsl'l} 17tzzandl17b‘. 1' 1' i 7' ~ ~ 
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Qf? Said wellz'equipped with; thread followers extendingv 
laterally from; said’ -.well~.>into; operable engagement , with 
saidsscrews respeetively; a I partition. intervening between. 
said well.’ and‘ each-gob said; screws separating the. latter. 
from; the; former. iwith; >su?'icient. completeness; to. inhibit‘ 
clogging,- of; said: screws;__hy; fcslsmetic;v escaped; from; said: 
carrier, each of s'aidrpartitions having. a: narrow;axiallyv 
directed slot in which said thread;followers areyslidable, ' 
a; wheels-handle; rotatably mounted; inl’said l casing; having’ 
gear; teethomitszperiphery: exposed'for. ?ngenmanipulae- ' 
tion.~externally:: of Z said: casing; and pinions; '?xed to; said 
screws respectively: ‘each; having; teeth ' meshing, with: said ' 
gearateethoi said wheelphandle inra mannerl tot cause; 7 a 

' said screws to sturirsirnnltaneously, thereby to’ maintain 

60 
said: carrier in. nongrabhing,.‘alignmentzwith said well :as 
said; carrier isimpelledaitially: thereoflthrongh theime- I 
diumlzofgsaidi followers..: 1 

3. A cosmetic expellant holder or 
'- ahcasinglbody :having'_a hollow itherein :fullyl encompassed 

65 

V rscre'wi such as 17b; Off: course, the‘ serpentine wire 39$‘ 
7 ‘may be a wire of square or ribbon shaped cross section: ; 

bylisaid hodwanclispanned‘bytpartitionr walls dividing said 
hollow into a relatively: large cosmetic-containing guide 
well; and :rela'tiuelyt narrow. elongateatransmission cham 
be'rs; separated from saidlwell; byisaid. 'walls,reach~of said ' 
walls Jhavingi'la: narrowiv elongate iguide slot extending 
therethrough. lengthwisecofrthertransmission chamber and '7 
affording‘; highly» restricted communication > of: the . latter 
with said well, a cosmeticrcarrier-islidable within said well, 
turnable T- impelling- ._s_crews rlocated-rv respectively- in- Vand ‘ 

~> substantially ?lling the'girth's 'ofisaidlrtransmissio‘n‘cham- ' 
bers presenting helical ithread'si closely» ?anking ;saidi new 
in the partition wallsyatpini’onii?xedion ,onef-endlof- each a ' 

the like comprising, 
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of said impelling screws, screw follower lugs projecting 
laterally from said carrier extending respectively through 
said slots into tracking engagement with said threads 
at only the sides of said threads nearest said slot, and an 
operating wheel pivotally mounted on said casing body 
between said pinions having gear teeth on its periphery 
meshing with both of said pinions, said wheel periphery 
extending suf?ciently to the exterior of said casing body 
to be accessible thereat for being grasped as a handle 
thereby manually to turn said wheel and simultaneously 
to turn said impelling screws. 

4. A cosmetic expellant holder or the like as de?ned 
in claim 3, in which the said threaded impelling screws 
have the peripheries of their threads journaled in rotary 
bearing contact respectively with the said partition walls. 

5. A cosmetic expellant holder or the like as de?ned 
in claim 4, in which the said transmission chambers 
have ends opening through an outer surface of the said 
casing body, together with a lipped groove in said outer 
surface of the casing body extending across said ends of 
said chambers, and a retainer plate covering the open ends 
of said chambers having edges slidably ?tting said lipped 
groove in a manner to hold said plate secured to said 
outer surface of the casing body, whereby to retain the 
said impelling screws in their said chambers while per 
mitting free removal of said screws endwise from said 
chambers when said plate is displaced edgewise along 
said groove. 

6. A cosmetic expellant holder or the like as de?ned 
in claim 3, in which the said casing body has a cross 
wall recessed inward from an outermost end surface 
of said casing body and forming a ?oor at the bottom 
of said well, said cross wall containing a bore extending 
through su?icient thickness thereof to afford an elongate 
rotor bearing and said operating wheel having a trunnion 
journaled solely in said bore. 

7. A cosmetic expellant holder or the like as de?ned 
in claim 6, together with a lipped groove in the said 
outermost end surface of the said casing body wider than 
the expanse of the said cross wall, and a retainer plate 
covering the said operating wheel having edges slidably 
?tting said lipped groove in a manner to hold said plate 
secured to said outermost end surface of the casing body, 
whereby to retain the said wheel rotatably mounted in 
said cross wall While permitting tree removal of the said 
wheel trunnion from the said rotor bearing when said 
plate is displaced edgewise along said groove. 

8. A readily cleanable cosmetic expellant holder or 
the like, including an assembly of easily taken apart 
integral pieces, one of said pieces comprising an integral 
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6 
hollow casing body having an applicative end and an 
opposite handle end with a crosswall of substantial thick 
ness intermediate said ends containing a rotary bearing 
hole, the handle end of said body being cupped to form 
a recess having lateral Walls at least one of which walls 
is'notched to provide a lateral opening from said recess 
to the exterior of said casing body, said body containing 
a relatively broad guide well opening outward of said 
body through said applicative end thereof and dead ended 
by said cross wall, said body containing two transmis 
sion chambers adjacent said Well extending through said 
cross wall and opening outward of said casing body 
through said handle end thereof, said chambers having 
restricted communication with said guide well through 
a narrow slot, there being a transverse groove across said 
handle end of the casing body wider than the expanse 
of said recess lipped to form a slide bearing; two others 
of said pieces comprising impelling rotors having helical 
screw threads journaled in and ?lling the girths of said 
chambers respectively, each of said rotors extending from 
its said transmission chamber into said recess and thereat 
carrying pinion teeth; another of said pieces comprising - 
a manually rotatably handle wheel occupying said recess 
and whose periphery in part projects through said notch 
to the outside of the casing body and is provided with 
gear teeth meshing with said pinion teeth on both of 
said impelling rotors, said wheel having a trunnion jour 
naled in said bore; together with a plate slidable in said 
groove transversely of said handle end of the casing from 
a position to cover and retain said wheel in said recess 
and to cover and retain said screws in said chambers to 
a position exposing and releasing said wheel and screws 
for withdrawal from said casing body; a cosmetic carrier 
slidably ?tting said guide well having lateral projections 
riding slidably in said slots and impellably engaged with 
said threads of said impelling rotors respectively; and 
means to close the ends of said transmission chambers 
at said applicative end of said casing body. 
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